For better dentistry

The Brace
Without a Trace
Did You Know?

When it comes to your orthodontic treatment,
comfort means more than just a good fit. It means
your treatment must also fit your life. MTM® No•Trace™
System is ideal for public and professional figures,
people who are athletic or anyone who wants a discrete
treatment option. MTM No•Trace braces can usually
be applied in less than an hour, and treatment typically
concludes in just 12 to 24 weeks. Get the out-of-sight,
out-of-mind experience of MTM® and get the smile
you’ve always wanted.
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It’s likely you’ve already heard about many of the
well-known personalities who have had their teeth
straightened by braces that are affixed to the back of
their teeth. But did you know that your orthodontist can
offer you MTM® No•Trace™ orthodontic treatment for a
fraction of the cost of many full mouth traditional wire
braces? And did you know that MTM No•Trace braces
are covered by many dental insurance plans? Learn all
about the cost saving advantages of MTM No•Trace
braces by visiting our easy-to-understand Insurance
Guide at www.MinorToothMovement.com.
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MTM® No•Trace™ System
Works Behind the Scenes
You want your smile to get noticed, not your braces!
MTM® No•Trace™ braces are the virtually undetectable orthodontic treatment to comfortably correct
your smile in as little as 12-24 weeks.
The MTM No•Trace System uses extremely small,
low-profile brackets that rest on the back side of the
teeth to achieve minor tooth movement.

Benefits You Can See. Treatment You Can’t.

Am I A Good Fit?

A more beautiful smile is just one of the many
benefits of using the MTM® No•Trace™ System.
Improved tooth alignment means easier access to
the tooth surface during daily cleanings, reducing the
chance of unwanted plaque buildup and possible
tooth decay. And recent studies from the ADA
suggest that a healthy mouth can also help you
maintain better overall health.

MTM® No•Trace™ braces address these
common misalignments:

Spacing

Too much space
between teeth

Crowding

Not enough space
between teeth

Midline Correction
Teeth off center

MTM No•Trace braces gently guide your teeth into
their ideal position with little disruption to your
everyday life. MTM No•Trace braces are the discrete
treatment you’ve been waiting for, so don’t wait
another day to get the smile you’ve always wanted.

“Fast, affordable and virtually
undetectable treatment—
now that’s worth smiling about!”

Tipping

Teeth tip outward
or inward

Rotation

Teeth are turned

Intrusion/Extrusion
Teeth sit too
high or too low
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Ask your orthodontist if the
MTM No•Trace System is right for you.

Talk to your orthodontist or visit: www.MinorToothMovement.com

